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Shunga Erotic Art, a Canadian manufacturer of lubricants,
massage oils and other sensual and intimate wellness products,

has already developed some sought-after product lines in Japanese-styled packaged during the past decade. Their assortment is
constantly growing – now there are four new and tasty flavors from
Monoi, Divine Oral Pleasure and Organica Massage Oils available.

The Oral Pleasure Gloss is
more than a lip gloss

ORGANICA MASSAGE OIL
Bath additives
– bringing
sensuality to
the bathroom

One can immediately identify a product made
by Shunga Erotic Art whenever one sees it; the
typically Japanese package design is an immediate eye-catcher at the trade show booth or in
the erotica shop. With Shunga products, every
intimate encounter shall become a sensual celebration, just like a ritual of love and tenderness.
All massage and intimate pleasure products,
lubricants, body care and bath consumables,
and gift sets are produced and distributed in
and from Montréal without any of the necessary
processes being outsourced. Shunga consumables
are distributed all over the world and a popular
addition to store assortments all over the world.
Sign Magazine presents four of Shunga’s recent
flavors.

MONOI – EROTIC MASSAGE OIL
The new Monoi Erotic Massage Oil is a good
argument for giving or receiving a soothing
massage intermingled with sensual caresses. The
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Monoi: a new
massage oil
with the scent
of Tahiti

Right: A taste
of Almond with
the new Almond Sweetness oil

oil only contains 100 percent natural ingredients
and the flavor of Monoi, which is a flower from
Tahiti with a fresh and sensual smell. The flowery aroma is to arouse the senses and to relax the
partners during the massage while the fragranced
oil is gliding easily and smoothly over the skin.

Flavored and edible massage oils can significantly add to the pleasure and sensuality felt by
partners who massage each other’s bodies. Now
the Organica collection at Shunga Erotic Art was
enhanced by two new flavors, which are Chocolate and Almond Sweetness. Adding a taste of
chocolate and almond to intimate caresses, they
are to make these moments even sweeter. Both
oils are 100 percent organic with regard to their
ingredients as they do not contain any animal or
mineral oils and thus are good to use for vegans.
They are edible with a non-greasy texture so that
they do not clog the skin pores of any partner.
Instead, they give a succulent feel, especially on
the massaged partner’s skin.

DIVINE ORAL PLEASURE GLOSS –
COCONUT WATER
Lip gloss is usually known as a part of a person’s
cosmetic routine while applying makeup.
But this lip gloss can do more than just make
someone’s lips shine. Applied on the lips, this lip
gloss was developed to enhance pleasure during
oral sex, both for the giving and the receiving
person. The warming or cooling effect of the
gloss is designed to sensitize and excite both the
male and female intimate areas by maintaining
a stimulating sensation right up to the point of
orgasm. The coconut flavor adds an aspect of
sweetness to oral play.
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